We examine the role of small-scale transients in the formation and evolution of solar coronal plumes. We study the dynamics of plume footpoints seen in the vicinity of a coronal hole using the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) images, the He- IRIS sit and stare observation provide a unique opportunity to study the evolution of foot points of the plumes. We notice enhanced line width, intensity and large deviation from the average Doppler shift in the line profiles at specific instances which indicate the presence of flows at the foot points of plumes. We propose that outflows (jet-like features) as a result of small scale reconnections affect the line profiles. These jet-like features may be also responsible for the generation of propagating disturbances within the plumes which are observed to be propagating to larger distances as recorded from multiple AIA channels. These propagating disturbances can be explained in terms of slow magnetoacoustic waves.
1950; Saito 1958 Saito , 1965 DeForest et al. 2001) . They are plasma density enhancements in the low and extended corona aligned along the magnetic field (Wilhelm et al. 2011; Velli et al. 2011 ).
Plume foot points are typically 4 wide and plumes expand rapidly with height (Deforest et al. 1997 ). Raouafi et al. (2006 Raouafi et al. ( , 2007 showed that plumes are more than 5 times denser than the inter-plume regions at the base of the corona. Multi-wavelength UV-EUV imaging and spectral observations from Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SoHO), Solar TErrestrial RElations Observatory (STEREO) and Solar Dynamic Observatory (SDO) allowed us to study the formation and evolution of plumes (see review by Wilhelm et al. 2011 ). Plumes are difficult to observe in low latitude CHs because of the bright foreground and background emission (Wang & Muglach 2008) . The low-latitude plumes appear to be similar to their polar counterparts (Tian et al. 2011c ). Saito & Tanaka (1957) first pointed out the association of polar plumes with magnetic flux concentrations. It was also revealed by many studies that polar plumes arise from unipolar magnetic regions associated with the supergranular network boundaries (Harvey 1965; Newkirk & Harvey 1968; Fisher & Guhathakurta 1995; Deforest et al. 1997; DeForest et al. 2001; Young et al. 1999 ) Coronal plumes can be formed due to magnetic reconnection of newly emerging magnetic flux with the pre-existing dominant unipolar fields (Grappin et al. 2011) , which can further lead to localised heating (Wang & Sheeley 1995) . Raouafi et al. (2008) and Raouafi & Stenborg (2014) discovered that coronal jets are the precursors of plumes. Ofman et al. (1997) reported quasi-periodic variations in polar coronal holes and conjectured compressive waves to be responsible for them. Quasi-periodic brightness variations in plumes have been observed with Extreme ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (EIT) by DeForest & Gurman (1998) . They found presence of Propagating Disturbances (PDs) in several plumes with periods between 10 min and 15 min and speeds between 75 km s −1 and 150 km s −1 in the height range from 0.01 R s to 0.2 R s . They conjectured such PDs to be the compressive waves. A number of studies followed, reporting such oscillations in plumes, interplumes, and coronal holes, using spectroscopic data obtained with Coronal Diagnostic Spectrometer (CDS) and Solar Ultraviolet
Measurements of Emitted Radiation (SUMER) onboard SOHO and Extreme ultraviolet Imaging
Spectrometer (EIS) onboard Hinode (Banerjee et al. 2001 (Banerjee et al. , 2000 O'Shea et al. 2006; Banerjee et al. 2009; Gupta et al. 2009 ) . Using Extreme UltraViolet (EUV) observations from STEREO, McIntosh et al. (2010) analysed several plume structures and suggested that PDs along polar plumes could be due to the collimated high-speed plasma jets that have similar properties as slow magnetoacoustic waves. Further, they conjectured that these jets could be responsible for loading a significant amount of heated plasma into the fast solar wind. Indeed, recent high-resolution observations have revealed jet-like flows at the bases of plumes (Raouafi & Stenborg 2014) and at network boundaries in coronal holes (Tian et al. 2014) . The plume formation and dynamics are still a matter of debate related to the broader issue of wave propagation, plasma jets and their role in the acceleration of the fast solar wind.
To understand the nature of the source regions of plumes and the PDs, we study the foot-points of an on-disk plume adjacent to a coronal hole as seen in the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) EUV coronal images (Lemen et al. 2012) Combining imaging and spectroscopic observations, we focus on the dynamics of this plume.
We show that the jet-like features (termed as jetlets) load mass to the plumes and can be also responsible for the generation of the PDs as observed at higher heights.
Data analysis and Results

Observation and Data Reduction
Observational data was obtained from IRIS, AIA and HMI instruments from 16:26 UT to 17:51 UT on 12 July 2014. We used AIA passbands at 193Å, 171Å, 1600Å and HMI line of sight (LOS) magnetograms. We used standard AIA prep routines to produce level 1.5 images.
IRIS data is taken in sit-and-stare mode with the slit centered at 239 , −559 pointing adjacent to a coronal hole. This dataset has three spectral lines namely, C II 1335.71Å, Si IV 1402.77Å
and Mg II k 2796Å. We use Si IV 1402.77Å for this study. Slit-jaw images (SJIs) were available only with the 1330Å filter. We have used IRIS Level 2 processed data which is corrected for dark current, flat field and geometrical corrections etc. The cadence of 1330Å SJIs and spectra was ∼5 sec with a pixel size of 0.166 . AIA and HMI images were de-rotated before AIA 1600Å
images were co-aligned with IRIS SJIs 1330Å using cross-correlation. Fig. 1 shows the plume as seen in various AIA channels, IRIS 1330Å SJI and HMI LOS magnetogram. The magnetogram ( Fig. 1 (b) ) shows that the plume is dominated by negative polarity magnetic field marked with red contours (-50 G). We made an 84-min Movie 1 (available online) with HMI LOS magnetogram images, which shows the evolution of negative and positive flux with time. In the movie, red and green contours represent the magnetic field strength of -50 G and 20 G respectively. Fig. 1 clearly shows that the IRIS slit is crossing the foot points of the plume. We extrapolate the coronal magnetic field with a potential field approximation, using the LOS magnetic field observed by HMI as boundary condition at the photosphere (Fig. 2) . We select a large field of view (FOV) around this plume structure to approximately satisfy flux balance condition. This FOV magnetogram is projected to disc centre correcting for the difference between normal and LOS values and we compute the potential field in a 3D box (Gary 1989 ) encompassing the plume structure.
We trace field lines having foot points in strong magnetic patches (|B z | > 25 G). In Figs . However, only the nothernmost structure appears bright in the AIA images at the time of the observations. Note that the difference in the orientation is due to projection which is corrected in this model. It is also noted that the plume originates from the network boundary, as revealed from IRIS SJIs ( Fig. 1(a) ).
(a) (b) Apart from these open field lines, low lying field lines (blue) connects the weak field regions in the immediate neighbourhood of the main plume structure. Movie 1 shows the continuous emergence of positive flux followed by flux cancellation. Reconciling the model of Shibata et al. (1994) , the open-dipped field lines at the edges of the plume, in a dynamical scenario, facilitate continuous reconnection with the neighbouring closed field lines to supply heat and energy for sustaining the plume.
Spectroscopic analysis
We have focused on the dynamics of two foot points (negative polarity) as marked by a triangle and square (at 'Y' positions -546 and -564 respectively) in Fig. 1 . We study the time in the latter reference, we do not normalize by the error bars of spectral intensities, because we are interested, here, in quantifying the asymmetry and not in assessing its statistical significance.
The coefficient of asymmetry therefore provides the percentage of area in the profile that deviates from the fitted single Gaussian, according to the pattern defined by the following formula:
where λ is the wavelength, I 0 the total intensity in the spectral line and
is the difference between the spectrum s k (λ) and the fitted Gaussian f k (λ), which are discretized on bin k. The contribution factor (λ) is defined as follows:
where λ 0 is the center and σ the half-width at 1/ √ e of the fitted Gaussian. The sign of the coefficient of asymmetry indicates in which wing of the profile most imbalance is present (negative and positive on the blue and red wings, respectively). Another method of quantifying the profile asymmetry is the Red-blue (RB) asymmetry method. RB technique has been widely used in both optically thick (e.g., in H-α, Madjarska et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2014 ) and optically thin (e.g., De Pontieu et al. 2009; Tian et al. 2011b ) spectral-line analysis. Fig. 4 shows spectral profiles at different instances (as marked in Fig. 3 ) along the slit. We find that the spectral profiles are significantly non-Gaussian with two or more components present.
We fit the spectral profiles at these instances with a single Gaussian (shown in orange) and double shows the evidence of positive polarity field around the dominant negative polarity. Cancellation of positive polarity at the edges of dominant negative polarity (region enclosed in yellow box in movie 1) leads to the formation of reconnection jets which are characterized by intensity enhancement in spectra and apparent outflows in IRIS 1330Å SJIs.
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Imaging Analysis
In order to compare dynamics at transition region (as seen from IRIS) and corona (as seen from AIA), we create smooth background subtracted time-distance maps of AIA 171Å and AIA 193Å for the artificial slice 0 (see Figs. 1 (c) and (d)) co-spatial with IRIS slit shown in green color in Fig. 1 . We choose the width of the slice to be four pixels. We average along the width of the slice to increase signal to noise. Resulting time-distance maps are shown in Fig. 6 (left panel).
We observe quasi-periodic alternate bright and dark ridges. We fit the ridges with a straight line as done in Kiddie et al. (2012) and Krishna Prasad et al. (2012) . We isolate a ridge and estimate the position of maximum intensity. We, then, fit the points of maximum intensity with a straight line, thus mean value of slope and error bars are estimated. The slope of the straight line gives an estimate of the speed of the PDs. Since we are interested in the average behaviour of the PD, we take the mean of the speeds of all the ridges and therefore some of the ridges in AIA 171Å seems to be more inclined than overplotted straight lines. We find the average velocity of PDs is 51±3 km s −1 and 66±8 km s −1 in AIA 171Å and 193Å respectively.
We carry out a similar analysis for two artificial slices marked as 1 and 2 in Figs We also estimate the velocities of PDs in slice 0, 1 and 2 using a cross-correlation method as done in Kiddie et al. (2012) . We isolate individual ridges and estimate the time lag using cross-correlation between two positions. Velocity of the ridge is estimated by dividing the distance between two positions by the time lag. Thus, we compute the velocities of several ridges and their mean value and standard deviation is estimated. Mean velocities and error bars (standard deviation for cross-correlation) using two different method for slice 0, 1 and 2 are summarized in Table. 1.
Since the velocity is higher in the hotter channel (AIA 193Å) using two different methods, we believe that these are propagating slow magnetoacoustic waves. We carry out a wavelet analysis at positions marked with dashed lines in Fig. 6 (left panel). We find that there exists at least two dominant significant periodicities close to the foot point of the plume (see global wavelet power plot in Fig. 7 ). We choose the significance level to be 99 % for a white noise process.
We find that the periodicities in intensity in AIA 171Å and 193Å at slice 0 are similar to those in IRIS Si IV 1402.77Å peak intensity (see, Fig. 5 top panel) . We also find that the 7.2 min periodicity is present in both AIA 171Å, AIA 193Å and IRIS spectral intensity, which suggests that the quasi-periodic reconnection jet outflows could be responsible for quasi-periodic PDs seen in AIA 171Å and 193Å.
For slices 1 and 2 the rows marked with dashed lines in Fig. 6 are used in the wavelet analysis (Fig. 7) . We find the two dominant periodicities of 13.2 min and 7.2 min (24.3 min and 7.2 min) and 17.1 min and 6.6 min (26.4 min and 6.6 min) in AIA 171Å (193Å) for slices 1 and 2 respectively (see Table 2 ).
We also carry out the wavelet analysis at other positions (10 Mm, 15 Mm in x-t map). The results are summarised in Table 2 .
Since the periodicity ∼7 min is present in slices 0, 1 and 2, we create time-distance maps using Fourier filtered images. We perform Fourier transform at each pixel location. Fourier power is, then, multiplied with a Gaussian peaking at 7 min with FWHM of 1 min and inverse Fourier transform is applied to get the reconstructed light curve at the same pixel location. Fourier filtered movies of AIA 171Å and 193Å are available online as movie 3 and 4 respectively. Time-distance maps for slices 1 and 2 using Fourier filtered images are shown in Fig. 9 . We find that the periodicity of ∼7 min is significant in AIA 193Å and mostly towards the end of observation (from 60 min to 80 min in Fig. 9 lower right panel) at slice 2 position. This is also evident from wavelet plots as shown in Fig. 8 where we note that at slice 2 position 7 min periodicity is present at the start and towards the end of the observation from 60 to 80 min (see Fig. 8 (d) ). This fact is also supported by Fourier filtered movie 4 where we see the significant PDs propagating outwards at slice 2 position towards the end of observation. A Similar behaviour is found in AIA 171Å
wavelet plots in slices 1 and 2 but the presence of the 7 min periodicity at later times is most prominent in AIA 193Å at slice 2 position. This indicates that these PDs are triggered by some drivers at specific instances.
Since significant PDs are observed in later times in slice 2 positions, we fit the significant ridges with a straight line between 60 and 80 min in AIA 171Å and 193Å Fourier filtered time-distance maps for slit 2 as shown in Fig. 9 right panel. The method of fitting is the same as explained in Section 2.3. We estimate the velocity to be 64±3 km s −1 (73±3 km s −1 ) and 55±3 km s −1 (79±2 km s −1 ) in AIA 171Å (193Å) for slice 1 and 2 respectively. We find that 7 min period PDs are propagating with larger velocity in hotter channel (AIA 193Å) which further supports the fact that these could be propagating slow magnetoacoustic waves. However we would like to point out that the 7 min periodic PDs are not so clearly observed in AIA 171Å and we see uneven ridges which could affect the velocity estimation. In slice 1 position (Fig. 9 left panel) 7 min periodic PDs are not clearly seen maybe because the 7 min period is not the dominant one in the time series as shown in Fig. 8 (a) . Thus we could fit only two ridges, one at 15 min and another at 65 min after the start of observation. We fit the corresponding ridges in AIA 193Å and find that in slice 1, too, the velocity is higher in hotter channel.
Jet-like features in SJI 1300Å
In this subsection we study the dynamic properties of the observed jet-like features. To determine the apparent speed of jets seen in network boundary we place nine artificial box slices five pixel wide in SJI 1330Å as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Slices are placed based on the direction of propagation of significant jets as seen in SJI 1330Å in Movie 2 (available online). We average along the width of each box slice to increase signal to noise. Corresponding time-distance maps are shown in Fig. 10 . In time-distance maps we fit significant ridges with straight lines. We find that several jets are preceded by brightenings seen in time-distance maps which points towards the fact that small scale reconnections could be triggering these jet-like features. We identify 62 jet-like features and fit them with dashed green curves as shown in Fig. 10 . The slope of the overplotted green dashed line gives an estimate of the apparent speed of the jet projected in the plane of sky. The velocity distribution of these jet-like features is shown in Fig. 10 (last panel).
We find that the distribution peaks around 10 km s −1 , which is similar to what has been reported by Shibata et al. (2007) . Apart from outflows we see several downflows in the time distance maps, which suggest that a certain amount of the jet material is falling back (see slit 4 in Fig. 10 ). 
Correspondence between Jet-like features in SJI 1300Å and PDs in AIA 171Å and 193Å
In this subsection we explore if the jet-like features can be responsible for the generation of the PDs.
To understand the source of PDs generated in the corona, we compare the spectral intensity of IRIS slit spectra at the foot point (marked as triangle in Fig. 1 ) and the intensity of PDs observed in time-distance map of slit 0 (see Fig. 6 ) at 2 Mm which coincides with the position of the triangle marked in Fig. 1 , for AIA 171Å and AIA 193Å. The left panel of Fig. 11 compares the peak intensity of IRIS slit spectra (Top left), PDs (along slit 0) observed in AIA 171Å (middle left) and PDs (along slit 0) observed in AIA 193Å (bottom left). The dot-dashed line in black represents the peak spectral intensity while the green line represents the corresponding intensity peaks in AIA 171Å and 193Å. We find that IRIS spectral intensity peaks precede the AIA intensity peaks and we estimate a lag of 24 s -84s with a mean lag of ∼ 60 s.
Some of the peaks in spectral intensity do not correspond to sharp peaks in AIA 171Å and 193Å, maybe because the jet is aligned sideways and do not move along the slice 0 placed co-spatially with IRIS slit. We also compare the light curve at 0.5 Mm at box slice 8 placed in SJI 1330Å (see fig. 1a ) and 3 Mm at box slice 2 placed in AIA 171Å and 193Å (see Figs. 1 (c) and (d)). These two positions are also co-spatial.
From Fig. 11 , we note that there is fairly good one-to-one correspondence between jet-like features in slice 8 in IRIS SJI and PDs in slice 2 in AIA 171Å and 193Å. The dot-dashed line represents the peak in IRIS SJI intensity. We also note that there is no significant lag except at the last ridge (marked in dot-dashed green line) where the lag is ∼ 120 s. We carry out a similar analysis for co-spatial positions at slice 3 placed in SJI 1330Å and at slice 1 placed in AIA 171Å
and 193Å. We found a lag of 84 s at two positions marked with green dot-dashed lines.
It should be noted that the time lag between peaks in IRIS SJI and AIA is not uniform. Apart from the fact that some jets are preceded by the brightenings in x-t maps, at some positions we may not capture the exact time when a jet starts in IRIS SJI (see, slice 8 in Fig. 10 between 40 and 80 min). What we know is when a jet appears in the position of slices placed in IRIS SJI. It is also possible that when jets appear in a given slice, they have already covered some distance in vertical direction (projection effect) and have generated the PDs visible in coronal channels. Thus they may appear co-temporal with PDs observed in AIA 171Å and 193Å.
These results allow us to propose that jet-like features in transition region may cause PDs as observed in the corona.
Summary and Conclusions
We study the dynamics at the foot points of an on-disk plume adjacent to a coronal hole using combined imaging, spectroscopic and magnetic measurements. We find that there is continuous emergence of new magnetic flux of positive polarity (see Movie 1 online) and there is fairly good correspondence between intensity enhancement and the positive magnetic flux cancellation. This suggests that the emerging flux interacts with the existing fields, which results in reconnection and cancellation of the flux resulting in small jet-like outflows termed as jetlets as observed in AIA by Raouafi & Stenborg (2014) . They conjectured that such small-scale jets are the consequences of flux cancellation at the foot points of plume. We think that jet-like features observed by Raouafi & Stenborg (2014) are the PDs that we observe in AIA channels. They associated the jetlets seen in AIA channels to the underneath magnetic flux change. In this article we report that underneath magnetic flux changes generate jet-like features, which triggers PDs in the corona. These PDs can be explained in terms of magneto-acoustic waves. The small-scale jets are quite evident in the IRIS 1330Å SJIs (Movie 2 online) and the signature of reconnections are also prominent in the evolution of the line profiles. We observe enhanced line profile asymmetry, enhanced line width and large deviation from the average Doppler shift at specific instances. Association of plumes with supergranular network boundaries has been studied by several authors. In this study we find (Tian et al. 2014) . IRIS spectra at plume foot point shows the presence of more than one Gaussian components, enhanced wings, high Doppler shifts and large fluctuations in intensity. This confirms the presence of flows (Tian et al. 2011a (Tian et al. , 2012 at the foot point of the plume. These jet-like features load mass to plumes.
We estimate the speed of the jet-like features by placing several slices in IRIS SJI. These jet-like features originate from network boundaries due to small scale magnetic reconnections. We find that the speed distribution peaks at 10 kms −1 which is the typical velocity for a chromospheric anemone jets as reported by Shibata et al. (2007) . Thus most of the jets could be chromospheric in origin. Recently, Rouppe van der Voort et al. (2015) have reported jets of similar velocity range seen in IRIS SJI 1330Å to be associated with rapid blue-or red-shifted excursions seen in H-α images. We find speeds of jets that are far lower than 150 km s −1 reported in Tian et al. (2014) .
The datasets used by Tian et al. (2014) were centered on coronal holes while in this study the plume is located in quiet Sun region. The open field lines in coronal holes may accelerate the jets to larger velocities. Apart from this, the effect of projection of jets in plane of sky can not be ruled out.
We compared IRIS spectral intensity with PDs observed in AIA 171Å and 193Å and find that at several time instances the intensity enhancement in IRIS spectra precedes PDs observed in AIA channels. We found the lag of 24 s to 84 s with a mean lag of 60 s. We also compared jet-like features in IRIS SJI with PDs observed in AIA channels at two different slice positions and find fairly good correspondence. However, at some instances we could not find one-to-one correspondence between IRIS SJI jet-like features and PDs observed in AIA channels. One reason could be that if jets are short lived then they appear in IRIS SJIs but PDs in corona may not be observed. We should point out that IRIS SJI 1330Å has strong contribution from C II which forms at upper chromosphere. Thus IRIS SJI 1330Å looks at upper chromosphere and lower transition region. While emission in AIA 171Å and 193Å represents the million degree plasma.
Thus if reconnection happens at larger heights (upper transition region or lower corona) and the plasma is heated to coronal temperatures then we may see faint jets in IRIS SJI but strong PDs in AIA channels. Under this scenario our observed jets may not propagate to higher heights and they may not be responsible for the generation of PDs in the corona. In the future, one can address this issue with better coordinated observations at several heights from chromosphere to corona.
Therefore, we propose that there is some observational evidence that jet-like features in network boundaries may cause the generation of PDs in corona.
Time-distance maps for AIA 171Å and 193Å reveal that the speed of quasi-periodic propagating intensity disturbances is larger in the hotter channel (AIA 193Å) than in AIA 171Å. Therefore, we believe that these are propagating slow magnetoacoustic waves. Ofman et al. (2012) reported that the impulsive onset of flows with subsonic speed results in excitation of damped slow magnetoacoustic waves in active region loops. Wang et al. (2013) performed 3D MHD modelling of active region fan loops and report that the PDs observed in coronal fan loops are due to several tiny upflows caused by nanoflares at the loop footpoints. Nishizuka & Hara (2011) reported the presence of flows close to the foot point and upward propagating slow magnetoacoustic waves at higher locations using EIS on board Hinode. Thus it appears that any form of reconnection outflow may generate slow waves in an expanding loop system. In this study, we report that the periodicities of intensity disturbances found in the corona using AIA 171Å and 193Å match well with periodicities found in IRIS spectral intensity and in IRIS SJI intensity in the transition region. Therefore, some jets observed in the transition region may be connected to PDs observed in the corona. This fact, together with the good correspondence between some jet-like features in IRIS images and some PDs in AIA coronal passbands, allows us to propose that the small jet-like upflows (jetlets) at lower heights (Transition region) are the drivers of slow magnetoacoustic waves seen at coronal heights in plumes.
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